Kym Meaney
Adelaide
The full day event captured the intended audiences
attention for the whole time which isn't an easy task
Joshua Grapes
Perth
General for all applications – good for everyone to
relate
Andrew Gregory
Sydney
I enjoyed the workshop, there were some great
presentations from both Nick and Piet and it was
worthwhile
It was also good to see some of the rigs available and
get tips on practical use of the gear and technical
discussions on techniques like time lapse.
David Baylis, Photographic editor, Community Newspaper Group
Perth
I thought the day was excellent and very keen to see
more of these dedicated specifically to our professional
users here in Perth. My team thoroughly enjoyed the
workshop. Nick and Pieter were great to listen to
Rich Wainwright
Perth
I thought the course was excellent and well worth doing.
I liked the combination of the technical aspects of how
to use the equipment and then art of film making itself.
Good, clear no nonsense tuition pitched at the right
level to the class.
I'd happily recommend this to anyone just starting or
wanting to expand their knowledge of using DSLR's and
film production

Craig Spittle
Perth
I found the seminar to be extremely insightful and was
aimed directly at my skill level with regards to stills vs
video.
It exceeded my expectations as there was nothing
within any of the presentations that went over my head
and it was delivered with clarity and detail without being
confusing.
Paul Kane
Perth
Great venue, great speakers - fantastic day!
Chris James
Melbourne
The information covered from the gear required, the
accessories available, through to shooting and post
techniques was invaluable.
David Simmonds
Melbourne
A very good workshop good balance of tech and actual
work creativity etc.
Phil Cooper
Sydney
I thought the workshop was great. It gave me the
answers I was looking for and much more.

